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Abstract
The paper carried a brief overview of artificial intelligence algorithms applicable to nondestructive testing. It
focuses on two methods: artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic. Selected examples of applications of these
methods in digital radiography and eddy current method are given.
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Introduction
The reliable detection and classification of defects is one of the most important tasks in nondestructive testing
(NDT). Usually, trained interpreters evaluate the achieved results of inspection. In many cases the process is
laborious and time-consuming. Human interpretation is subjective, inconsistent, and often biased. The additional
problems are caused by the insufficient quality of utilized signals or images. An incorrect classification may
result in rejection of a part in good conditions or acceptance of a part with defects exceeding the limit defined by
the relevant standards. The progresses in computer performance and development of artificial intelligence
algorithms allow to make the process of evaluation automatic and more reliable.
The process of automatic evaluation can be divided into two basic phases: defect extraction and defect
identification.
In the phase of defect extraction the following steps can be distinguished:
• signal acquisition: signal is taken, digitized and transferred to the computer;
• signal preprocessing: the quality of the signal is improved in order to remove noises and enhance useful
information;
• signal segmentation: each signal disturbance caused by a potential defect has to be found and isolated
from the rest of the signal.
In case of radiography the images are usually acquired and digitized by using digital detectors, imaging plate
scanners or dedicated film scanners. Popularity of each technique depends on the application area. In case of
castings inspection, the direct digital detectors becomes very popular, while in case of welding inspection the
film technology is still an important source of images.
Irrespective of a source, X-ray imaging is inherently noisy because of the quantum nature of radiation. In some
cases there may be only a few photons per pixel per exposure time. In addition there is a noise contribution from
the digitizing procedure. The image suffers severely from both types of noise. This should be taken into account
to appropriately assess usefulness of potential numerical method in designing of the automated inspection
system. Therefore, various kinds of denoising techniques were proposed in the ADR systems. Majority of the
methods assume that the noise is oscillatory, and that the image is smooth, or piecewise smooth. However in
case of NDT radiographs, many important structures in images are as oscillatory as noise is. Thus, a separation
methods based on smoothness arguments only is hazardous and may result in omission of potential defects. In
example: the authors of [1, 2, 3] and many others propose to apply median filtering and contrast enhancement, in
[4] a combination of the Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter and weld profile approximation was applied, similarly
in [5] the spline curve fitting algorithm was used to smooth the image, in [6] a Wavelet filter is applied, in [7] a
low-pass filter, while in [8] the authors utilized adaptive wavelet thresholding and adaptive histogram
equalization techniques.
The next step of the ADR procedure is an extraction of objects that are potential defects. There are several
ways to implement this step, which were proposed in the past. The most popular is an indirect method, which

consists in the fact that background image or a so-called golden image is subtracted from the original image.
Ideally, the background image is a radiograph of the identical tested element without defects. In case of castings
the golden image can be achieved from the radiograph of a defect free element. In most situations (like welding),
such elements are not available and therefore, instead of the golden image, the background image based on the
current radiograph is generated. Liao et al. [5] used a spline approximation to generate linear profiles of the
weld. A similar approach was proposed by Kazantsev et al. [9], they obtained the background image by using a
2D median filter. Median filter is a ranking nonlinear operator where the output is the middle value of
monotonically ordered input values. Median filters can suppress nearly completely the small objects in the
image, whereas the large structures remain nearly not altered. Characteristic of the filter depends on size and
shape of the filter mask and can be changed adaptively [10]. Instead of the median filters a low-pass filters can
be utilized for background estimation [11]. Wang et al. [3] used surface fitting algorithm for estimation of the
background image model. After background image estimation, it is subtracted from the original image and the
resulting image is segmented by one of the tresholding algorithms [12] in order to extract potential defects. An
alternative method is direct detection of defects. Gayer et al. proposed to use Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to
identify regions of images as potentially defective [13]. Next, these regions are proceeded by sequential
similarity detection method using library of typical defects. Lawson et al. [10] proposed to utilize an artificial
neural network (ANN) to generate binary image where each pixel is 0 when a regular structure is in the input
window, or 1 when a defect is detected. A similar methodology was described by Boerner et al. [10] with the
difference that he has used the classifier with linear decision function. Different method was applied by Merry
and Filbert [14]. In the first step edge filter is employed to enhance abrupt changes in radiographic images. Next,
the series of images is analyzed and the objects with high contrast are tracked. Results of such analysis allow to
detect real defects. Next, in some cases the detected possible defects are fused by using morphological operators
[10].
Finally, classification of defects into different types is carried out. The process of defect identification consists
of the following operations:
• feature extraction: The potential defects are analyzed and some characteristic features are calculated;
• classification: The features of each potential defect are analyzed and assigned to one of the classes
defined in relevant norms.
Various methods have been utilized for automated defect identification:
• artificial neural networks (ANN),
• statistical classifiers,
• fuzzy classifiers,
• fuzzy expert systems,
Silva et al. [2] proposed to apply standard feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer for
identification of 5 categories welds’ defects. Four geometrical features of the defects were used as inputs of the
classifier. In order to reduce the dimensionality of the input data the technique of PCD (Principal Components of
Discrimination) was utilized. A data base for training was created using over 150 images of welded joints of
carbon steel provided and evaluated by TechnicControl. The error backpropagation algorithm was applied for the
neural network training. The authors reported that the classifier reached the maximum performance percent
(99.2%) in case of 18 neurons in the hidden layer. The achieved results are questionable because the same data
were used for training as for testing. The extension of these works was presented in [15]. Authors have enlarged
the training database (over 200 radiographs) and number of features describing shape of the defects (21
geometric parameters). Nacereddine et al. [16] and Rajagopalan [17] have also utilized the conventional
multilayer neural network. Selected geometric invariant moments which are insensitive regarding usual
geometrical transformations constitute inputs for the classifiers. The network proposed in [16] contains two
neurons in the output layer (corresponding to the pattern classes: defect and no defect) and the number of
neurons in the hidden layer was heuristically selected as 10. Hernández et al. [18] used a Neuro-Fuzzy method
(system ANFIS) to classify objects into one of the two classes: ‘defect’ or ‘non-defect’. The Self-Organizing
Feature Map (SOM) is used for reduction of input dimensionality. The utilized data set consisted of radiographic
images of welding and contained over 1400 objects from both classes. The results are compared with a statistical
classifier and the performance analysis is evaluated using the area under the Receiver Operation Curve (ROC). A
significantly different solution was proposed by Liao [5]. Two fuzzy clustering methods: fuzzy k-nearest
neighbors (K-NN) and fuzzy c-means were used by the authors to classify linear weld profiles as defected or
without flaws. After preliminary trials, 25 features are applied in identifying welding flaws. The proposed
system achieved 6% missing rate and 18% false alarm rate. Wang et al. [3] also used fuzzy k-nearest neighbour
classifier but in order to classify into one of the 6 categories. Twelve numeric features were calculated to
represent each defect instance. Performance of the K-NN classifier was compared with multi-layer neural

network classifier. The achieved classification accuracy was equal to 92%. Liao et al. [19] continued these works
and using the same data have implemented fuzzy expert system. The achieved results confirm that, the fuzzy
expert system performed better than the fuzzy k-nearest neighbors algorithm and the multi-layer neural networks
approach. Mery and Berti [20] made an interesting comparison of various statistical classifiers. The authors used
texture features based on co-occurrence matrix and Gabor functions. In order to select features which provide
flaw detection information, the Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) method was applied. Finally, seven features
were utilised. They used the polynomial, Mahalanobis and nearest neighbor classifiers. The best performance
was obtained by the polynomial classifier, (91% of the existing flaws were detected with 8% of false alarms).
Shafeek et al. [21] propose defect classification algorithm based on a predefined identification tree and selected
geometrical features. Additionally the authors introduced the algorithm to make an acceptance decision for the
identified defects according to international standards.
In this paper, selected applications of artificial neural networks and fuzzy classifiers in radiography will be
presented. Next, neural models dedicated for eddy current NDT systems will be described. Finally, a solution
suitable for difficult cases, with data fusion algorithms is proposed.
Automated Defect Recognition Algorithms in Digital Radiography
Following the analysis of radiographic system operators, an automatic system to assess the radiographs
evaluation called ISAR is designed and implemented. The automatic classification of defects is based on the
description of defect’s shape by means of selected features. The classification is done in accordance with
respective welding norms. The defects are classified into five main groups described in EN ISO 6520-1 norm
[22]. All radiograms were processed in order to extract defects and make them ready for feature evaluation
procedure. First, in the pre-processing step the image was normalized and rotated to set the weld line
horizontally. Next, region of interest (ROI) was detected. The ROI included the weld and surrounding heat
affected area, where defects are commonly located. The feature calculation procedure was based on indirect
detection method [23], which, in short, uses an artificially generated background that is then subtracted from the
original radiogram making defects more visible. Finally, background-free image was denoised and thresholded
in order to isolate defects. After processing of the radiogram, the number of features was calculated for every
extracted defect. The features describe geometrical properties of the object as well as its texture and closest
surrounding. The set of implemented features can be divided into two parts including the basis features and
derivative features respectively. The derivative features are formed as nonlinear combinations of basis features.
This approach extends separability of groups of defects in classification process. Table 1 shows selected basis
features implemented in the ISAR system. The three first features listed in Table 1 are derived from a statistical
analysis. The image of inclusion has been treated as a cloud of points in two dimensional space. Then, the
principal components analysis (PCA) has been utilized in order to obtain eigenvectors that characterize
distribution of data in space. The eigenvectors have been used as semi-axes of ellipse fitted to the object.
Table 1. Definition of basis features.
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The meaning of symbols from Table 1 is as follows: xe – pixel of edge of the object, x – pixel of the object, r distances between center of object and border point, l - shortest distance between object’s boundaries, Ii –
intensity of i-th pixel, L, W – length and width the object evaluated along OX and OY axis, d - distance between
object’s border and object's center of gravity, a ,b – longer and shorter principal vector respectively, maxa, mina,
maxb, minb - minimal and maximal coordinates of object's point evaluated along principal vectors, rC – distance
between center of object and center of weld, WW – width of weld. Both parameters, rC and WW are evaluated
locally in closest surrounding of object.

In order to apply artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms a data base of various defects is needed. Therefore, the
database consisted of over 500 defects belonged to five main groups was created. The preparation of database
consisted of three main steps:
1. image acquisition,
2. pre-processing operation, defect detection,
3. feature calculation.
After analysis of the database, it is visible that some of the features are redundant due to a linear dependence
among them or mutual similarity. Components that are linear combinations of other components have negative
influence on performance of learning of AI systems. The common way of identifying patterns in data and
expressing the data in such a way as to highlight their similarities and differences is the use of factor analysis.
Factor analysis is part of the general linear model family of procedures and makes many of the same
assumptions as multiple regression: linear relationships, interval or near-interval data and multivariate normality
for purposes of significance testing. There are several different types of factor analysis, with the most common
being principal components analysis (PCA). However, common factor analysis (FA) is preferred for purposes of
causal analysis and for confirmatory factor analysis in structural equation modeling, among other settings.
Two different classifiers were used in our study for radiogram analysis: a fuzzy classification system and
ANN classifier.
Fuzzy Classification System
In this paper, the Mamdani Fuzzy Logic (FL) system has been applied to defect classification. The FL system
achieves the balance between execution speed and classification accuracy. Moreover, in comparison to neural
network classifiers, the training process of the FL system is easier and more predictable. After training, the
system can be tuned up manually to minimize MSE error. Fuzzy theory provides us the linguistic representation
of state. It expresses degree of truth, which is represented as grade of a membership functions. Fuzzy inference
systems have successfully been applied in various fields, such as automatic control, data classification, and
decision-making units. Here are the four steps during fuzzy reasoning:
1. Mapping input values into 0 - 1 space by the membership functions, defined for each input.
2. Combining membership values through a specific T-norm operator to get firing strength of each rule.
3. Generating the qualified consequent of each fuzzy rule depending on its firing strength.
4. Aggregating consequents for each rule to produce crisp output.
The main goal of the FL system was to classify defects to four main groups in accordance with the norm [22].
The fifth group (undercuts) was not taken under consideration due to small number of available specimens
containing that type of defects. Features of the defects processed by PCA method were used as an input data
vector for the FL system. The process of tuning the Fuzzy Logic System consists of three basic steps: 1)
determining membership functions (MF) parameters such as type and shape (Gauss function in most cases), 2)
determining output MF and 3) building set of fuzzy rules. For simple systems, these steps can be realized
manually. However, in the case of more complicated problems, as identification or approximation the correct
parameters can be only obtained by automatic process. The membership functions were determined by two-sided
Gaussian curves. These functions depend on two parameters that define their shape and position: c1 , c2
(coordinates of maximums), σ 1 and σ 2 (the bell width for left side and right side curve respectively). In this
case it was assumed that c1 = c2 . The number of MFs is determined by the user’s choice. The MFs set should
cover the whole range of input values for each input. Therefore, for each input, the clustering algorithm was
applied to divide data into subsets. Each subset was related to one membership function. The purpose of
clustering is to identify natural groups of data from a large data set. The parameter stands for the centre of cluster
and it was defined as arithmetic average of maximal and minimal value in the cluster. This procedure is shown in
Fig. 1 for data obtained from PCA (two inputs).

Fig. 1. Evaluation of parameters of the MF. Data
ta representing first group of flaws (a) and membership functions fitted to each cluster for
input x and y respectively (b).

In the third stage of the training proces
cess, the incomplete base of fuzzy rules was created. Thee rules were built
utilizing basic dependences among inpu
puts, particular membership functions and outputs. Exempla
plary rule defining
behavior of the system for input valuess corresponding to first group of flaws had form:
if input1 is MF1,x and input2 is MF1,y
,y then output1 is high and output2 is low and output3 is lo
low and output4
is low
The achieved mean square errors (MSE
E) of defect classification using fuzzy logic system are pres
resented in Tab. 2.
Table 2. The MSE obtained for fuzzy logic classif
sifier.
Group 1
Group 2
Groupp 3
Group 4
MSE

0.0218

0.0444

0.04244

0.0279

Group 5
NA

Small error obtained for testing data
ta confirms that the structure of applied FL was chosen co
correctly. The best
results were achieved for the first, grou
oup of defects (cracks), which is the most separated group
up in case of PCA
analysis.
Classification of defects using Artifici
cial Neural Network
Achieving the balance between eexecution speed and classification accuracy is an im
important task in
development of the optimal defect rec
ecognition algorithm. Using of MLPNN (Multi Layer Pe
Perceptron Neural
Network) provides direct and fast class
assification [24]. The selected defects features were usedd as an input data
vector for the neural network. The target
t
data was a five-element binary vector havingg '1' on position
corresponding with the group number.
r. The structure of multilayer neural network contained tw
two hidden layers.
The Levenberg-Marquardt optimization
on method was used as a network training function. Thee defects database
was randomly divided into three sets:
s: 1) a training data set, 2) a validation data set and 3) a testing data set.
Results of defect classification using neural
ne
network are shown in Tab. 3.
Table 3. The MSE obtained for neural network wi
with two hidden layers for training, validation and testing set of each defe
fect group
MSE
Group 1
Groupp 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Training data
0.018
0.001
0.013
0.007
0.423
Validation data
1.059
0.018
0.245
0.518
0.360
Testing data
1.345
0.116
0.782
1.312
0.478

Small error obtained for training data
da and validation data confirms that the structure of applied
ap
ANN has
been chosen correctly. The best results
lts have been achieved for the second, third and the fifth ggroup of defects,
which are porosity and gas pores, sla
lag and inclusions, undercuts respectively. The worst re
results have been
obtained for the group of cracks and lack
la of fusion due to poor mutual separability of those gro
roups. The neural
networks are a very flexible tool that can
ca be successfully applied in defect recognition procedure
ures. The database
consisted of large number of defects, makes
m
it possible to build semi-automatic system that disti
stinguishes among

main groups of imperfections. Figure 2 shows example of radiogram processing flow. Input radiographic image
is filtered and then processed by means of morphological operations in order to extract possible defects.

Fig. 2. Example of radiogram processing: a) radiographic image, b) image after median background removal, c) image after thresholding, d)
image after morphological closing operation, e) image after indexation and f) image with selected imperfections.

Artificial Neural Networks in Eddy Current Testing
Another application of AI algorithms in NDT will be shown in case of an eddy currents method. The eddy
current (EC) testing is a commonly used technique for nondestructive evaluation of conducting materials. This
technique differs from radiography in many aspects and therefore, different methods have to be applied for
results analysis. Because of usually low spatial resolution of eddy current probes identification of conductivity
discontinuities is a complicated task, especially in case of complex configurations of the flaws. Identification of
flaws, cracks and other sorts of examined structure discontinuities may be realized using the artificial neural
networks. Such solution of an inverse problem is fast and effective, but its efficiency depends on quality of
training signals and size of a training database. Identification reliability may be improved by using the EC multifrequency technique (Eddy Current Multi-Frequency Excitation and Spectrogram Method (MFES)) and
dedicated approximation functions. As an output of identification procedure one can obtain flaws profiles or
selected parameters of the flaws like length, width or depth. In following sections several methods of
identification are described:
• calculation of geometric parameters (depth, length, position, orientation, angle),
• estimation of 1D profile,
• estimation of 2D profile.

Approximation based flaws parameters identification
Presence of noises in EC signals may mislead the flaw identification algorithms. Most widely used noise
reduction technique is a digital filtering. It gives the best results if the signal is separated from noises in a
frequency domain. In many practical cases this condition is not fulfilled. Therefore, filters may cause distortion
of the original signals. Filtering affects parameters of the spectrogram (maximum signal value smax and peak
frequency fmax) too. Noise reduction can be also achieved using approximation of measured signals by dedicated
functions. Numerical optimization procedure was used in order to approximate frequency characteristics, which
are used to identify a flaw depth in the multi-frequency excitation method. The frequency characteristic can be
approximated by the following function [25]:
s( f ) = κ ⋅ f 2 ⋅ e

−

β⋅f

−γ

where: f – frequency, κ, β, γ – approximation coefficients.
The approximation coefficients were calculated using the least squares curve fitting method.

Fig. 3. Approximation of frequency characteristic of the signal caused by the flaw (length: 3mm, relative depth: 20% (outer flaw))

The approximation of frequency characteristic (Fig. 3) reduces fluctuations of the spectrogram parameters
(especially fmax) caused by the noises influence. The final step (identification of the flaw’s geometrical
parameters) can be made in two different ways:
- using the spectrogram parameters smax and fmax as input data of the neural network,
- using the frequency characteristic approximation coefficients (κ, β, γ) as an input data of the neural network.
The two layers feed-forward neural network was utilized to estimate the geometrical parameters of the flaws. It
consists of 4 neurons in a hidden layer and 1 neuron in an output layer. All the neurons have a sigmoid transfer
function.
The proposed identification algorithms were evaluated and significantly better results (in case of depth and
length identification) were achieved using the approximation based algorithms than than methods using smax and
fmax. In case of 10% outer flaw (SNR ≈ 20dB) achieved error of depth relative identification equals 3.4 %, and
error of length identification equals 14.8 %.

Flaws 1D profile identification
EC signal acquisition during 1D scanning enables reconstruction of flaws profile. Neural networks are
applied to solve the inverse problem (profile estimation). Inverse ANN model uses multi-frequency input
signals, thus the data from all frequencies are processed simultaneously (fusion of data from various
frequencies). General block scheme of the identification model is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Block scheme of the inverse ANN model for flaw’s profile estimation

Various structures of dynamic ANN with and without feedbacks were used. Structure FFNN_L1 (FeedForward Neural Network with 1 hidden Layer) consists of one hidden layer. In FBNN_L1 (Feed-Back Neural
Network with 1 hidden layer) feedback includes only output layer. Exemplary structures are shown in Fig. 4.
The feedback was introduced to reduce size of the input window without loss of estimation correctness. The
main disadvantages of this solution are: more complicated and longer training process, possibility of achieving
instability (small changes of input signal may generate infinite variations of neural model’s output).
A set of artificial flaws (EDM notches) having rectangular and nonrectangular profiles was used to verify the
algorithms. Signals obtained for all rectangular flaws were divided into three parts: 60% was used for training,
10% for validation and 30% for testing. Testing and validation data were never used for learning. For all ANN
structures the learning process was repeated 20 times and the best results were selected for further analysis. The
Levenberg-Marquardt learning method was used. Selected results of flaws identification are shown in Fig. 6. The
results show consistence between flaws estimation and real profiles. It proves that the proposed technique can be
successfully utilized to identify flaws.

Fig. 5. Structures of dynamic ANN used for flaw’
w’s profile estimation (D – delay, ni – number of neurons in given layer, SS(fi) – signal of given
frequency)

Fig. 6. Estimations of flaw’s profiles achieved fro
rom ANN structures without feedback

Flaws 2D profile identification
Direct identification of defects is usually
us
performed by estimation of their 1D profiles [26]] - [28]. Proposed
technique enables for direct identificat
ation of 2D conductivity distribution using measurements
nts from 2D scan.
Block scheme of the algorithm is shown
wn in Fig. 7. The 2D rectangular window is moved over a m
measured signal.
The acquired data are used as input off a nonlinear neural model. Conductivity in central pointt oof the window is
estimated. Feed-forward (FFNN) andd feed-back (FBNN) networks having sigmoid transfer
er functions were
utilized. The rectangular window in case
ase of FFNN consists of 25 points.
The models were trained using Levenberg-Marquardt
L
method. Single rectangular flawss having various
orientation and their parallel and perp
erpendicular combinations were used in learning proces
ess. Both, simple
(rectangular) and complex (crack-like)) flaws were used for model evaluation, but testing flawss were never used
in training process.
Exemplary result of complex flawss identification is shown in Fig. 8. Small amount of error
rors were notified.
Some of the smallest details were lost.
st. Generally, the results were in very good agreement wit
ith the exact flaw
profiles. All defects were detected. Expe
periments prove usability of the proposed neural models.

Fig. 7. Schematic view of neural identification procedure
pro

Fig. 8. Results of flaws 3D profile reconstruction
n (complex defect)

Data fusion algorithm
The purpose of a data fusion approach is to combine different sources of information to improve the
performance of a system [29-31]. Data obtained from single source in many cases can be limited and
insufficient. The use of several different sources presents the advantage of providing complementary
information, which can be fused to increase reliability of the inspection [29-35]. Detection and identification of
shallow defects located on a opposite side of an element under examination is a great merit of eddy current
inspection. The main goal is to design a sensor generating a high amplitude output signal in presence of a flaw
and the signal close to zero in case of a homogenous material. At this stage, it is also important to well balance
the sensitivity and the spatial resolution of the sensor. A smaller ECT probe has a greater spatial resolution than
bigger one and is able to locate the flaw more precisely. However, at the same time it can be insensitive to minor
cracks [35]. That is why a multi-sensor data fusion concept appears.
This section presents the results of research on the information fusion gathered from two eddy current
transducers of the same configuration, but different sizes: bigger UniBig and smaller one UniSmall. All signals
were obtained using the eddy current multi-frequency system (MFES), while testing of several plates made of
Inconel600 with artificial flaws (EDM notches).
Figure 9 shows the block scheme of the utilized data fusion system. Two algorithms at a higher level of
integration, using Bayes theorem and weighted averaging were applied. For preliminary processing of measuring
signals in one of the algorithms artificial neural networks ANN were used [35]. A fusion process was split into
two parts: a data preprocessing unit and a fusion center unit. The data preprocessing unit was utilized to perform
a preliminary analysis of the signals and to generate a set of parameters for to the fusion center unit.

Fig. 9. Block scheme of the data fusion system

First, the probability of having a specific signal value given a defect for UniBig and UniSmall sensor p(S / D)
were computed. Then, utilizing the Bayes rule probabilities of defect occurrence for a specific signal value
p(D / S) were obtained (Fig. 10). The final result can be achieved using classical fusion method such as
averaging or weighted averaging [33-34]. Figure 11 shows the weighted average of the probabilities gained for
the weights of 0.6 for UniBig and of 0.4 for UniSmall sensor. The results gave the opportunity to locate precisely
flaws in the advantage of high probability of detection and low probability of false classification.

Fig. 10. Distribution of Bayesian probability obtained for signals achieved from: A – sensor UniBig; B – sensor UniSmall

Fig. 11. Distribution of fused Bayes probabilities of both sensors (A) and probability of detection curve vs. flaw size after data fusion (B)

The proposed fusion of signals from the two differently sized eddy current sensors provides the possibility of
combining the sensitivity of bigger sensor and the resolution of the smaller one.
Conclusions
Three different applications of ANN and FL were presented. The achieved results prove that they are already
efficient tools. However, the described algorithms and systems will be still enlarged and developed. It is very
important to make sure that application of artificial intelligence will be good substitute or help of the NDT
operators’ work.
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